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1. The conditions for successful completion of practical exercises  

- To participate at all practical exercises and theoretical and practical performance of all 

exercises. 

- To get at least 60 % of total score from evaluation of student knowledge by the 

teacher/supervisor. Monitoring is done at every practice from topics related to the 

exercise of the week – small tests or oral examination. 

- In the case of excused absence practice, student will prepare seminar work and present it 

in PowerPoint (10 - 15 min.). Supervisor will choose appropriate topic. 

- To get at least 60 % (average) from 3 revision tests (big tests). 

- In the case of missed big test (maximum 1) or failure (less than 60 %) from the big tests, 

the test may be repeated in the last week of the semester (questions from whole semester). 

- In the case of the failure from the test in the last week of the semester, the head of the 

department will provide a date (only one) for the last repetition test. 

- Successful completion of „colloquium“– an individual performance of selected practical 

exercises in the last week of semester 

 

2. The conditions for successful completion of the exam 

- To gain the credit from practical exercises (paragraph 1 above). 

- Passing the written and oral exam. 

- Written part of the exam: 

 the final test composed of 25 questions from the curriculum of Medical Biochemistry, 

 the tests are written in the assembly hall for 50 min., 

 the tests are evaluated by teachers form the department, 

 each student receives for his/her answer from 0 (incorrect or no answer) to 4 points 

(fully correct answer) per question and maximal number of points (percentage) is 100 

(%) for whole test, 

 the result over 90 % on average from all of big tests written during winter semester as 

well as all of big tests of previous semester may substitute a written part of the exam, 

 students must gain ≥ 60% of written test to continue to the oral exam, 

 the final mark for the written test is determined by the scale as follows: 

                    The final achieved points (%)                      Mark 

100 – 92 1  excellent A 

  91 - 85 1-  very good  B 

  84 - 75  2  good  C 

  74 - 68  2-  satisfactory  D 

  67 - 60  3  sufficient  E 

         < 60  4  fail   Fx       

- Oral part of the exam: 

 consists of 3 randomly chosen questions from the pool of questions that each student 

may find on website: 

https://www.upjs.sk/public/media/9648/Questions_oral%20exam_DM_Med%20Bioc

hemistry_18.pdf,  

 The final evaluation shall consider the outcome of the written part, the oral answer 

and the results achieved in the practical exercises. 
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